Happy February Everyone!

Hope everyone is having a great 2021 thus far!

As of February 4th, we have currently enrolled 138 subjects in SEGA. In the month of January we were able to enroll 6 new subjects. We are hoping to continue to start 2021 off strong. In order to help us keep in mind the end goal of finishing enrollment by the fourth quarter of the year, we are hoping to reach a monthly goal of enrolling at least 10 patients during the month of February.

More big news! We have officially gotten approval and revised our protocol to allow for eConsent at any site, if your site allows it. Your site can use any method/program for eConsent as long as it is approved by your institutions IRB. Please reach out if you have any questions about eConsenting. We are hoping the addition of eConsent may help ease some of the enrollment barriers due to COVID-19, and lack of family members present.

We are so excited to have more SEGA sites being cleared for active enrollment. In January, Geisinger, IU and Henry Ford have worked hard to be cleared for enrollment. We are also happy to see many sites eager to enroll patients and taking initiative by asking about eConsent and EFIC. We know that the COVID pandemic has caused barriers to enrolling patients, so we appreciate each site’s efforts in still working through these. Hopefully we will begin to see increases in enrollment soon!

As always: don’t forget to check the SEGA website at www.segatrial.com or www.segatrial.org for further information about the trial or participating...